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Vocabulary EXTRA! Consolidation

Unit 3

Unit 4

1 Complete the mind map with these words. Can you

1 Match the phrasal verbs 1–5 with their definitions a–e.

add more words to each category?

astronaut Moon orbit passenger space flight
spaceport spaceship speed of sound weightlessness

Machines

a

tell someone something
they should know

miss out on

b

do a piece of work

4

point out

c

calculate

5

wipe out

d

lose an opportunity

e

destroy

1

carry out

2

figure out

3

Now complete the sentences with the correct form of
the phrasal verbs.
People

astronaut
Places

Other

2 Make nouns ending in -sion or -tion from these verbs,
and complete the sentences.

A virus completely
my computer.

2

I’m      
some research into how life will
be different in 2020.

3

Her brother has just      
on an
Olympic™ medal. He came fourth in the final.

4

I can’t      
how to turn on my new
laptop. Can you help me?

5

Scientists have      
only be different in some ways.

the memory of

that the future will

2 Add the prefix anti- or non- to these words and
complete the sentences.

fiction

act create decide discuss possess
produce solve transmit vaccinate

wiped out

1

iron

spam

terrorism

violent

1

I’ve downloaded an
anti-spam
protect my e-mail account.

war
program to

1

We need to take    action  
against
the      
of greenhouse gases.

2

2

The radio      
extremely clear.

I prefer reading      
or biographies.

3

3

So, when did you make the      
become a scientist?

The government announced its latest      
measures today.

4

4

Do you think scientists will ever find a

to the problem of global warming?

Gandhi believed that      
protest was
the most effective way to change opinions.

5

5

I read an article today about the      
new space travel agency.

There were large      
Washington, D.C. today.

6

6

My most important      
album my grandmother gave me.

These new      
save so much time.

7

We had a very interesting      
space travel in school today.

8

Have you been to the doctor for all
your       ?

from space was
to

of a

is a photo

, like history books

demonstrations in

shirts are fantastic. They

about
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